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Dear Sir/Madam
We are hugely concerned about the proposed substation to be built at Friston.
Please find for your interest footage of the road outside Friston House which sits next to the proposed site and the field opposite the proposed site taken 29th January 2021. As you can see the area is liable to flooding.

Furthermore I have heard that there could be 300 plus lorries moving past the Aldeburgh golf course on a daily basis which will have a huge affect on the members; members of all ages including the elderly who may not be quick enough to walk across the road with their heavy golf club bag if there is constant oncoming traffic due to
the SPR project.
There is so much talk on mental illness and well being and particularly after being in lockdown or the like for almost a year, we need to be able to enjoy the facilities such as the golf club or enjoy the walk on the Heath to enjoy the bird life without the stress of noisy industrial vehicles driving past and ruining the Heritage Coast line.
People demand more every day all for profit, greed and wealth and we will keep consuming the earth until there is nothing left. Whole habitats will start to disappear if SPR project goes ahead. I know the planning inspectors have heard it all before but have they asked if SPR have explored offshore?   We in the UK I am sure have
the means to build off shore platforms.
SPR will be cutting trees down to make way for the cabling trenches. Tree diversity is key and we
can’t keep cutting down these old trees or any tree for that matter - it is unsustainable so the natural world will collapse.
Renewable energy YES but let’s do it properly! We need to learn to work with nature and not against it. SPR will destroy the natural habitat not just ruin it. The proposed substation will be another man made disaster - only 35% wilderness is left in 2020. We must rewild the world and not destroy it.
Yes run the world on wind energy (as well as sunlight and geo thermal) but not destroying the natural habitat - therefore please request to MOVE the substation OFF SHORE.  
Let’s raise the standard of living on the world without impacting on the world.
Please please please ask for an alternative.
Best wishes
Helen Cook
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